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Abstract 
The paper characterizes Cayley graphs that underlie Cayley maps of the highest possible 
level of symmetry, the regular Cayley maps, in terms of their automorphism groups. Using the 
introduced characterization, we obtain some useful necessary conditions, as well as a constructive 
way of finding presentations of all Cayley graphs admitting regular Cayley maps. 
1. Introduction 
Cayley graphs have recently been in the center of interest in many different areas 
of mathematics. In our paper we focus on the topological properties of these intrigu- 
ing combinatorial structures and study the embeddings of Cayley graphs in orientable 
surfaces, in particular, the special class of these embeddings, called Cayley maps [l], 
for which the local rotations at every vertex are identical. Cayley maps allowing the 
highest possible level of symmetry, regular Cayley maps, have been of special interest 
for more than a hundred years and the problem of deciding whether or not a given 
Cayley graph admits a regular Cayley map leads back to the 19th century. Although 
studied for many years, it has been solved only for a relatively small number of special 
classes of Cayley graphs [ 1,11,4,5,9,10,8]. 
The general question of characterizing those Cayley graphs that admit any (not nec- 
essarily Cayley) regular maps has been recently solved in a very nice paper of Gardiner 
et al. [3], in terms of their automorphism groups. (In fact, the authors characterize all 
graphs underlying regular maps on closed surfaces.) However, their solution leaves 
open the problem of characterizing Cayley graphs admitting regular Cayley maps. The 
aim of our paper is to provide the full answer to this question for arbitrary Cayley 
graphs. Our characterization is also based on the properties of automorphism groups 
of Cayley graphs, namely on an existence of a rotary mapping p introduced in [6]. 
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Using this characterization, we derive some easily verifiable necessary conditions for 
the existence of regular Cayley maps for a given Cayley graph. We also give a general 
construction (in terms of presentations) of all Cayley graphs regularly embeddable as 
Cayley maps. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let G be a finite group and Q a set of generators of G not containing the identity 
1 of G but containing x-’ together with every x E Q. The vertices of a Cayley graph 
K = C(G, 0) are the elements of G. Two vertices g, h of K are adjacent if g-’ ’ h 
belongs to Q. This gives us an alternate way of defining the graph-automorphisms of K. 
The full automorphism group of K, Auf K, is the subgroup of the full symmetric group 
on G, So, of all permutations 4 of G onto G satisfying the property d(a)-‘.&ax) E Q, 
for all a E G and x E Q. 
Each of the edges of K can be further associated with a pair of (opposite) arcs. 
Throughout the paper, we represent the arcs as ordered pairs (g,x) E G x Q, with the 
natural meaning of (g,x) being an arc with initial vertex g and terminal vertex g.x. In 
this notation, the two arcs associated with an edge joining two adjacent vertices g and 
h are the arcs (g, g-’ . h) and (h, hV’ . g). It follows that the number of arcs associated 
with edges of a Cayley graph K = C( G, Q) is equal to /G( . IsLl. 
For any cyclic permutation p on Sz, we define the Cayley map M = CM(G, 52, p) 
to be a 2-cell embedding of C(G, a) into an orientable surface, with the same local 
orientation induced by the permutation p at every vertex. Two special cases of the 
permutation p will be considered later in this paper. In the case when p satisfies 
the property p(x-‘) = p(x)-‘, for all x E Q, the permutation p is called balanced 
and CM(G, Q, p) is called a balanced Cayley map [9]. In the case when p satisfies 
p(x-‘) = (p-‘(x))-‘, th e permutation and the map are called antibalanced [lo]. 
Every Cayley map CM(G, Q, p) can be associated with two permutations of the set 
of arcs of its underlying Cayley graph: the rotation P and the arc-reversing involution 
T, defined by P(g,x) = (g, p(x)), and T(g,x) = (g .x,x-‘). The map-automorphisms 
of M are the permutations of the set of arcs commuting with both P and T. By their 
very definition, the map-automorphisms preserve boundaries of regions of M, and they 
also preserve the adjacency of arcs in the following sense: Let (g,x) and (g, y) be two 
arcs originating at the same vertex g and let A be a map-automorphism of M. Since p 
is required to be a cyclic permutation, (g, y) is equal to (g, pk(x)), for some positive 
integer k. This yields a series of equations 
A(g, y) = A(g> P’(X)> = A&w) = pk4gA, 
which shows that A(g,x) and A(g, y) originate at the same vertex as well. Therefore, 
each map-automorphism A of M determines a unique graph-automorphism of the under- 
lying graph K = C(G, 52) sending a vertex g to the first coordinate of any of the 
images A(g,x). The set of all map-automorphisms of M together with the operation of 
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composition form a group denoted by Aut M. The above discussion shows that Aut M 
is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut K of all graph-automorphisms of K induced by 
map-automorphisms of M. 
It is a well-known fact that 1AutMl d IGl.jsZI (see [2]). On the other hand, if AurM 
acts transitively on the set of arcs of A4 of cardinality 1 G(. IQ/, then (Aut M 1 3 (G( IQ/. 
Thus, Aut M acts transitively on the set of arcs of M if and only if IAur MI = ICI. lC2l. 
In this case we say that M is a reguluv Cu$ey mup. 
Using the introduced notation, we can state the main problem of this paper. What 
are the necessary and sufficient conditions for a Cayley graph C(G, Q) to admit an 
existence of a cyclic permutation p on R such that the Cayley map CM(G,Q, p) is 
regular? 
The key concept of our characterization is the notion of a rotary mapping of a 
Cayley map CM(G, l2, p) introduced in [6]. A bijection p of G onto itself is called 
a rotur?! mapping provided p satisfies, for all a E G and .r E Q, the following 
conditions: 
?? p(l)== 1, 
?? p(a))’ p(ax) E Q, 
. P(P(~)-‘P(~x)) = P(a)-‘P(a. P(X)). 
The following theorem, whose proof can be found in [6], characterizes the regular 
Cayley maps. 
Theorem 1. Let M = CM( G, 52, p) he u Cuyley mup. If there exists u rotary mupping 
p ofM whose restriction to s2 is equal to p (plS2 = p) then M is regular. Cwwersely, 
if M i.v a regular Cayle,v map then such a rotary mupping exists. 
The result of this theorem completes the well-known one-way implication of Biggs 
and White which asserts that the existence of a group-automorphism p with the prop- 
erty plQ = p yields the regularity of CM(G,Q p) [2, 5.3.71. Indeed, any group- 
automorphism with this property satifies the three conditions of a rotary mapping. 
Nevertheless, there exist rotary mappings that are not group-automorphisms (as in the 
case of antibalanced maps, [lo]), thus the original implication cannot be reversed. As 
it is shown in [7], rotary mappings still possess many properties similar to those of 
group-automorphisms and, in fact, they allow a group-theoretical construction closely 
related to the well known semi-direct product. 
The first two properties of a rotary mapping force p to be a graph-automorphism of 
C(G,sZ) fixing the identity 1 of G. The third, more complicated, condition then readily 
implies the fact that p1Q = p. We would like to stress, though, that the third condition 
is considerably stronger than the simple assertion plQ = p. Being true for all n E G, 
the third condition is essential for compatibility of p with the rotation P at each vertex 
of M. Furthermore, since p does not necessarily have to be a group-automorphism of 
G, one cannot hope for a considerable simplification of this property. In particular, 
in the case of antibalanced Cayley maps [IO], the full complexity of this formula is 
required. As the reader will find out further, much of the material developed in our 
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paper is based on the third property of rotary mappings. For further information on 
this topic, we refer the reader to [6-81. 
3. Characterization of Cayley graphs admitting regular Cayley maps 
In order to use the rotary mappings for a characterization of Cayley graphs admitting 
regular Cayley maps, we start with a closer examination of the third property of rotary 
mappings. Note that this is the only property actually involving the permutation p, 
defining the rotation P of the considered regular Cayley map. In order to use the third 
condition for characterizing Cayley graphs allowing such permutations, we need to 
restate this property avoiding the use of any particular p in the formula. This is easy, 
since p = p[sZ. Replacing every occurrence of p in the formula by p, we obtain the 
desired form of the third property of rotary mappings: 
P(PWiP(4) = P(a)-‘PMx)). (1) 
Theorem 1 together with formula (1) yield the following summary. Suppose a Cayley 
graph K = C(G, Sz) admits a cyclic permutation p of 52 for which the map CM(G, 52, p) 
becomes regular. Then, by Theorem 1, one can find a graph automorphism of K that 
fixes the identity of G, satisfies (1) for all a E G and x E Q, and whose restriction to Q 
is cyclic. The following theorem shows that this necessary condition is also sufficient 
for regular embeddability of K and provides a full characterization of Cayley graphs 
admitting regular Cayley maps. 
Theorem 2. Let K = C(G,SZ) be a Cayley graph. Suppose that there exists a gruph- 
automorphism p of K jixing 1, acting cyclically on s2 and satisfying condition (1). 
Then K can be embedded us a regular Cayley map. Conversely, if K admits a regular 
Cuyley map then such a graph-automorphism of K exists. 
Proof. The second part of the theorem was already proven in the discussion preceding 
the theorem. The proof of the first part is also straightforward. Suppose that a graph- 
automorphism p with the required properties exists. Then the cyclic permutation p/Q 
gives rise to a Cayley map CM(G,Qp]Q), for which p is a rotary mapping. By 
Theorem 1, CM(G, 52, plQ) is regular and C( G, 52) admits a regular Cayley map. 0 
Theorem 2 yields the following algorithm. In order to check whether a particular 
Cayley graph K = C(G, s2) admits a regular Cayley map, we need only to look for a 
graph-automorphism of K preserving the identity 1 and satisfying condition (1). This 
process requires a complete knowledge of the stabilizer of 1 in AutK. (Here, we would 
like to point out that there is nothing special about this particular stabilizer. Intuitively, 
since Aut K acts transitively on vertices of K, the stabilizer of any of the vertices of K 
is isomorphic to the stabilizer of 1 and, therefore, should contain the same information 
about a possibility to embed K as a Cayley map. Indeed, this is the case. To see this, 
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suppose that K = C(G, 52) is regularly embeddable as a Cayley map and let p be 
the associated rotary mapping. ‘Localizing’ p to a vertex a by multiplying it by the 
element a p(a)-‘, we obtain a graph-automorphism fixing a which also carries the 
information about embeddability of K. The details are left to the reader.) 
Despite the fact that we do not need to know the full automorphism group of K, 
a direct application of Theorem 2 is somehow limited, since we still need to know at 
least one of the stabilizers. This is, in general, not an easy task and essentially requires 
a search through the whole stabilizer of 1 in S, of size (]GI - 1 )!. A considerable 
reduction of this complexity can be obtained by using the following formula from [6]: 
Let p be a rotary mapping of a regular Cayley map M = CM(G, Q, p). Then, for every 
xi,...,x, E s2, 
,o(x, . ..x.,) = b, b,, (2) 
where 61 = p(xl ), bi+, = p”(b;’ ) and li are determined by the equations xi+] = 
p”(xlyl), 1 < i d n - 1. 
The verifying algorithm of the regular embeddability of a Cayley graph K = C(G, 12) 
can then be stated as follows: 
First, find and fix a representation of any element a E G in the form of a word in 
terms of elements of Q. Then, searching through all possible cyclic permutations p 
on Q, compute the associated mappings pP : G + G defined by formula (2) and our 
fixed representations of elements of G. Now check each obtained pP as to whether or 
not it satisfies the conditions of a rotary mapping. Once a rotary mapping is found, 
the search can be terminated and the Cayley graph allows a regular Cayley map. If 
no permutation p supports a rotary mapping, the Cayley graph cannot be regularly 
embedded as a Cayley map. 
The size of the set of cyclic permutations on s2 is (IQ1 - 1 )!. The introduced algorithm 
therefore offers a reduction of the original search through (ICI - 1 )! permutations to a 
search through (IQ1 - 1 )! of them. In the case, when Q is considerably smaller than 
G, this is a reasonable improvement. 
In general, taking an arbitrary Cayley graph, there is not too much hope for a 
possible regular Cayley map. Therefore, it appears to us to be useful to have some 
easily verifiable necessary conditions for a Cayley graph to admit a regular Cayley 
map. These conditions are again based on formula (2). 
As pointed out in [8], the mappings pP defined by formula (2) on the set a* of all 
words in Q send reduced words to reduced words (a word xi .x, from sZ* is called 
reduced if it does not contain an element x immediately followed by its inverse, i.e. 
xi+1 # xl-‘> for 1 d i d n - 1). One can also easily see that all the mappings pP are 
of order (Q], the size of the set of generators. 
Lemma 1. Let C(G, Q) be u Cuyley graph udmitting a regular Cuyley map and let n 
and k be two nonnegative integers. Denote the number of equalities x1 . . .x, = y1 . . . yk 
of direrent reduced words in !2* of lengths n and k, satisfied in G, by c,,k. Then c,,k 
is divisible by 1521. 
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Proof. We already know that regular embeddability of C(G, 52) yields the existence of 
p defined by formula (2) and independent of the choice of representations of elements 
of G. Let x 1 . . .x, = y1 . yk be an equality of reduced words from Q* satisfied in 
G. Since x 1 . ..x. and yi . . . yk represent the same element in G, it has to be true 
then that p(xi . . .xn) = p(yl . . .yk), and inductively p’(xl . . .x,) = p’(y~ . . . yk), for all 
1 < i < IQ1 - 1. All the words #(xi . . .x,) (similarly, all the words p’(y~ . . . yk)) are 
different (since they start with different characters) and hence we obtain a series of new 
equalities. The length of this series, including the original equality x1 . xn = yl . . . yk, 
depends on the order of p and is equal to (521. As we have mentioned before, p sends 
reduced words to reduced words and thus we obtain a series of (Ql reduced words of 
respective lengths n and k. The further argument proceeds by induction. Assume that 
there exists an equality xi . . .xA = y{ . . . y6 not already covered by our series. Then this 
equality gives rise to another series of IQ/ reduced equalities in Q*, not overlapping 
with our original series. If the two obtained series still do not cover all the reduced 
equalities of our particular lengths we proceed further by continually creating new 
series of equalities of cardinality 1521 until we eventually partition the whole set into 
Ifi]-subsets. Hence, c,,k is divisible by ISZI. 0 
Assume now that C(G, Q) is a Cayley graph and we happen to know all the equalities 
of reduced words from Q* of lengths n and k. In the case when the number c,,k of 
these equalities is not divisible by IQ], by Lemma 1 we can conclude that C(G,SZ) 
cannot be regularly embedded as a Cayley map. This is illustrated in the following 
example. 
Example 1. Let G be the abelian group (T6 x ZYz,+) and Q = {x,x-‘, y} = {(l,O), 
(5,0), (3,l)). Let us consider all the irreducible words of length 2 over Q together with 
their values in G: xx = (2,0), xy = (4, l), x-lx-’ = (4,0), x-‘y = (2, l), yx = 
(4,1), and yx-i = (2,l). It follows that the only two equalities of different irreducible 
words of length 2 satisfied in G are x y = yx and x-’ y = yx-‘. Therefore C~,J =2, which 
is not divisible by 3. By Lemma 1, the Cayley graph C(G,Q) cannot be embedded as 
a regular Cayley map. 
4. Construction of Cayley graphs that admit regular Cayley maps 
Throughout the references we can find several examples of infinite families of Cayley 
graphs regularly embeddable as Cayley maps [2,11,9,10,8]. Our approach in this sec- 
tion is to produce a more systematic way for obtaining these highly symmetrical Cayley 
graphs. The key idea is again based on the concept of a rotary mapping, namely on 
formula (2) and is an extension of the construction from [8] to arbitrary finite groups. 
Let us start with a brief review of the construction from [8]. Let Sz be a finite set of 
symbols and let F(Q) denote the free group generated by Q. Let R be a finite subset 
of F(Q) and let (R)N be the normal closure of R in F(Q). We say that a finite group 
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G is ($nitely) presented by the pair (QIR) (and that (QlR) is a finite presentation 
of G) provided G 21 F(Q)/(R)N. In [8], the construction starts with a finite set Q = 
{x1,. ,xn}, a predefined set of inverse relations {x; = x,7’ 1 1 6 i 6 n}, and an arbitrary 
cyclic permutation p of Q. The ‘free’ group F = F(SZ)/‘({xi ‘x,, ( 1 < i < n}).~ is then 
constructed. This is factored further by a series of identities xi . . . ‘xk = pp(xl . . . .xk), 
for all irreducible words x1 . . . . . Xk of length k, where k is an arbitrary, but fixed, 
integer larger than 1. The mapping pP used here is based on formula (2) and the 
prechosen cyclic permutation p. In the case of a balanced or antibalanced p this 
construction allows one to construct infinite families of regular Cayley maps. The 
method introduced in this section of our paper is a generalization of the method just 
described. As shown in Theorem 3, it allows us to obtain presentations of all Cayley 
graphs admitting regular Cayley maps. 
Let G be a finite group and C(G,O) be one of its Cayley graphs. Since Sz generates 
G, there is a presentation (Q(R) of G, where R is a subset of F(Q), such that for 
every x E Q, there exists a unique element y E Q (not necessarily distinct from X) 
such that x. y is a consequence of R, that is, x. y E (R)N. While the existence of such 
an element follows from the fact that 52 is closed under taking inverse elements, the 
uniqueness of such a y is a consequence of the simple fact that all the elements of 
Sz are different. Although this property is not generally required of a presentation, it 
is essential for Cayley graphs. To simplify some statements we call such presentations 
Cclyley presentations of G. 
Now, let (QIR) be a Cayley presentation of a graph admitting a regular Cayley map 
and let p be the rotary mapping from Theorem 2. Since p does not depend on the 
representation of elements of G in terms of generators, formula (2) has to send any 
word from (R)N (the group of representations of the identity 1) to 1. More precisely, 
p(xl . ..x.) belongs to (R)N for every x1 . . .x, E (R)N, or, in other words, (R),y is 
closed under the action of p on 52*. Furthermore, any identity XI . .x, E (R)N implies 
equations xi . .Xk = x;’ . . .x;:, , 1 d k 6 n, satisfied in G. Both these expressions have 
to be mapped to the same element in G. Therefore, 
p(X, . .Xk) . p(X,’ . . .X& )-’ E (RJN, (3) 
for all x I . . .x,, E (R)N and 1 d k d n. Before we proceed to the next theorem, let us 
make the following observation. In the case when there is no rotary mapping for a 
particular permutation p, formula (2) either sends two different expressions representing 
different elements to the same element of G or sends two expressions representing the 
same element of G to different elements. Nevertheless, formula (2) always defines a 
bijection on O* depending only on the cyclic permutation p. We shall refer to this 
bijection by pp. 
Theorem 3. Let G be a jinite group and let (QIR) be a Cayley presentation of G. 
The existence of u regular Cayley map CM(G, Q, p) is equivalent to the existence 
of such a cyclic permutation p on Q for which the associated bijection pP sati$ies 
condition (3). 
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Proof. We already proved the necessity of condition (3). To see the sufficiency, con- 
sider the map CM(G, Q, p) based on the permutation p underlying a bijection pP 
satisfying (3). Define a mapping p : G --f G by means of formula (2) (p, being 
independent of the representation of elements of G in generators, is well-defined). 
Furthermore, p does not send two expressions representing different elements of G 
to the same element: whenever we get an equality p(xi . . .x,,) = p(y1 . . . yk), all its 
images are equal as well, and the equality x1 . . .x,, = yi . . . yk is its (Ifi1 - 1 )-st im- 
age. Thus, p is a bijection on G satisfying (2) and therefore a rotary mapping of 
C( G, 0). By Theorem 1, C( G, Sz) is regularly embeddable as a Cayley map (namely 
CM(G, Q, ~1). 0 
Using the theorem that we just proved we can construct Cayley graphs admitting 
regular Cayley maps in the following manner: 
Take any Cayley presentation (Q/R) of a finite group G and let p be an arbitrary 
cyclic permutation of elements of Q. Then, by the usual intersection argument, there 
exists the smallest normal subgroup R, of the free group F(Q) containing R and closed 
under taking p,-products of the form (3), for all xi . . .x,, E R,. This subgroup gives 
rise to a presentation (SZIRp) of a new finite group G,. (Note that G, is a factorization 
of G, since R, 2 (R)N.) If R, happens not to contain a nontrivial identity n. y, where 
x, y E 52, then (QIR,) is a Cayley presentation of G, and, moreover, Theorem 3 asserts 
that C(G,, Q) admits a regular Cayley map. 
This yields the following corollary. 
Corollary 1. Let K = C(G,Q) be a Cayley graph and (Q/R) be any of its Cayley 
presentations. Then K admits the existence of a regular Cayley map CM(G,O, p) if 
and only if there exists a permutation p of Q for which R = R,. 
There are several comments we wish to make at this point. First of all, every Cayley 
graph C(G, 52) that can be embedded as a regular Cayley map can be obtained using 
the suggested procedure (if p is a cyclic permutation making C( G, Sz) a regular Cayley 
map, then R, obtained by this permutation is in fact equal to the normal closure of the 
original set of relators). On the other hand, unless we put some additional restrictions 
on p, there is no way of predicting whether or not the resulting presentation (SZIRp) 
will be Cayley. Another disadvantage of this construction is that R, contains a lot 
of superfluous identities that are consequences of a (possibly finite) subset of R,. 
However, taking a different point of view, we can see that all the required identifications 
are essentially finite. Namely, having an arbitrary Cayley graph C( G, Q), a cyclic p 
on 52, and two representations xi . . .x, = a = y1 . . . yk of the same element a E G, the 
factorization by R, is, in fact, only the identification of p(xi . . .x,) with p(yi . . . yk) and 
identification of all its consequences. Thus, in the worst case, we make JGI different 
identifications of elements of G. 
As mentioned before, special additional properties on p can simplify the situation. 
Let (SZJR) be a Cayley presentation of a finite group G, and let p be a balanced cyclic 
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permutation of Q. Formula (2) simplifies to 
pp(x1 . ..%I) = P(xl>...P(&), 
and the p,-closed normal subgroup R, is generated by the relatively simple set of 
identities 
{p;(q .,.x,)1x, . ..x. E R, 1 <i < IQl}. 
In the case when (QIRp) happens to be a Cayley presentation, it represents a Cayley 
graph embeddable as a Cayley map. 
We conclude our paper with an example illustrating the use of the introduced 
techniques. 
Example 2. Let G = (2, x .ZZ,+) and Q = {(1,0),(5,0),(3,1)} = {x,x-‘,Y} be the 
abelian group and set of generators considered in Example 1. Recall that the Cayley 
graph C(G, Q) cannot be embedded as a regular Cayley map, and the two equalities of 
different irreducible words of length 2 are x Y = Yx and x-’ Y = Yx-’ . Now, take the 
antibalanced permutation p = (xx-‘v) and the associated mapping pp. The two above- 
mentioned equalities in G yield (among others) the following two equalities satisfied 
in G,: 
Pp(XY) = Pp(YX), P&‘Y) = Pp(YX_9, 
and so, by formula (2), 
X 
-1X-l 
=xy and yx-’ = xx. 
In terms of elements of G, this simply means that (4,O) = (4,l) and (2,l) =(2,0) in 
G,. One can easily check that G, is indeed isomorphic to 96, and that the obtained 
Cayley graph C(G,, Q) is the Cayley graph C(66, { 1,5,3}). The Cayley graph C(!Ze, 
{ 1,5,3}) is embeddable as the antibalanced regular Cayley map CM(Te, { 1,5,3}, 
(153)). 
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